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Mr Trevor Phillips
Chair of Equality and Human Rights Commission

3 More London, Riverside,
Tooley Street,
London,
SE1 2RG
CC – Dr Nicola Brewer (Chief Executive)
19th February 2009

Dear Mr Phillips
MAP OF GAPS – MALE VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

As Chair of a charity that supports male victims of domestic violence and abuse, I am writing formally
to request that a Map of Gaps and associated campaign, similar to that produced by the Commission
for female victims, is produced concerning the even greater lack of services for male victims of
domestic violence (heterosexual, gay, bi-sexual and transgender).
This widespread lack of services has meant that hundreds of thousands of men who are victims of
domestic violence have no local services, no local refuges and no local information campaigns
provided by their local statutory agencies. In effect these victims are unrecognised. Such a lack of
services and information suggests that the vast majority of statutory agencies are likely to be in breach
of their Gender Equality Duties.
As calls to our help-line show, male victims do not have local services available to them and in many
respects, when they ask, they are rebuffed by the police and housing authorities. The reason for such
a request for a Map of Gaps is that while, as you rightly point out, there are large gaps in services for
women, the existing situation for men, as all available figures show, is considerably worse.
British Crime Survey1 statistics show a substantial level of female aggression in partner relationships:•

One in five (20%) men have experienced domestic abuse since the age of 16 (3.2 million) - (Table 3.03).

•

17.1% (1 in 6) of men have experienced domestic abuse by their partner since the age of 16 (2.7
million) - (Table 3.03).

•

1.4% of men (1.5% women) were victims of severe force by their partner in 2007/08 (224,000) - (Table
3.01)

•

11% of male victims were abused more than six times in 2007/08 (19% of women suffered the same) Table 3.09).

In terms of service provision (as known):•

There are only a few organisations in England and Wales (none in Scotland or Northern Ireland) with
specific refuge provision for male victims (only 10 refuges with about 50 spaces with 18 of these for gay
men).This compares with over 450 refuges exclusively for female victims. This does not take into
account the new network of refuges announced this week in Northamptonshire.

•

Local authorities and the police run campaigns generally aimed only aimed at female victims, with the
exception of just a few statutory agencies who have also run campaigns for men – Surrey Police,
Leicestershire/Leicester Councils, Barking and Dagenham Council, Oxfordshire County Council,
Warwickshire County Council.

Many male victims face particular barriers because they feel, for cultural reasons, because of male
culture, embarrassment and a lack of pride, in admitting they are a victim. With so few information
campaigns aimed at male victims, it only further compounds the fact they do not feel confident in
coming forward because they do not think they will be supported or believed. Sadly, on many
occasions, they are not. These perceptions are well-founded as about one quarter are themselves
arrested by the police, and few female assailants are prosecuted.
The BBC ran news features2 on Tuesday 10th February 2009 on the plight of male victims and two
common themes were the attitude of the police towards male victims and the lack of local support. The
BBC were applauded directly or indirectly (when victims called our help-line) for highlighting the issue.
As the statistics show, there is a clear mismatch between the level of male victims and the local
services available. This is why, as the Commission represents all in the UK, male victims need the
Commission to explicitly and publicly put pressure on statutory agencies to provide meaningful support
services (such as refuges) and information campaigns for male as well as female victims. There needs
to be a cultural change within statutory agencies (including the police) to make sure they show the
same concern for male victims as they rightly show for female victims.
Lastly, we feel it is important to make clear that all victims of domestic violence should be supported,
whether female or male.
In this regard and to reiterate, The ManKind Initiative is formally requesting that the Equality and
Human Rights Commission conduct a Map of Gaps exercise for male victims of domestic violence and
abuse.
If you wish to discuss our request further, the charity’s Project Manager and I would be more than
happy to discuss this in person. I look forward to a favourable and prompt response from the
Commission.

Yours sincerely

Mark Brooks
Chairman
The ManKind Initiative
chairman@mankind.org.uk)

1 The British Crime Survey report: Home Office Statistical Bulletin 02/09 – Homicides, Firearm Offences and
nd
Intimate Violence 2007/08 (published 22 January 2009). Chapter 3 (page 55) of
http://www.homeoffice.gov.uk/rds/pdfs09/hosb0209.pdf.

2. BBC Coverage:http://news.bbc.co.uk/newsbeat/hi/health/newsid_7878000/7878801.stm
http://news.bbc.co.uk/newsbeat/hi/health/newsid_7878000/7878698.stm
th
Podcast (10 Feb 2009) - http://www.bbc.co.uk/radio/podcasts/5lnpi/

The ManKind Initiative is a registered charity consisting of men and women who support male victims
of domestic violence and domestic abuse. It provides a help-line, information, referral and training
service.
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